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The way we work has changed. Teams are no longer all working out of the same location or
keeping to a standard 9 - 5 workday. Remote work, dispersed teams and 24x7 connectivity is
the new norm as are expectations of a consumer-like experience with business applications.
Iron Bow Technologies works with you to leverage existing investments in hardware, IT
infrastructure and software to meet the demands of today’s workforce. These modern
collaboration solutions are designed to be quickly adopted by end users while lightening the
burden on IT. Instead, your IT teams can focus on optimizing the technology for full adoption
by your user base, rather than continuously applying patches and updates.

2016
Collaboration Stats

96%

96% of executives cite lack of collaboration or
ineffective communication as the main source
of workplace failures.

Up to a third of value-added collaboration
come from only 3% to 5% of employees.

74
60%

Employees spend an average of 74 minutes a
week trying to contact customers or colleagues.

60% of communication is visual.

Source: Strategic Retreats, Harvard Business Review, Forbes

Solutions
We aim to do more than simply deploy a solution. We work to ensure it will be used across the
organization to achieve communication and business goals. We start by understanding how
your team works and recommend technology that meets those needs. We do all of this while
leveraging existing investments and lightening the burden on IT. Our device agnostic solutions
can be installed and run on premise, via the cloud, or a hybrid.

IP Video & Telephony
While IP telephony has become ubiquitous, there are still many organizations looking to migrate
off PBX or better manage and/or expand the IP systems they have been using. We’re seeing
a convergence of telephony, video and collaboration enabled by a shared IP platform. Iron Bow
provides expertise to design IP systems to meet the collaboration and communication needs
of our clients. Once in place, we can also manage the system via our managed service offering,
Service Select.

Collaboration Applications
Collaboration solutions including instant messaging, presence, video chat, email and shared
workspaces allow dispersed teams to work together more effectively. Iron Bow works with existing
communication and collaboration solutions to ensure your team is getting the full use out of the
technology and licenses. We then look to enhance the collaborative suite with new applications
that improve daily workflow and productivity.

Telehealth
Iron Bow is a leader in designing, deploying and managing solutions that make healthcare more
affordable and accessible to providers and patients. We work with our healthcare clients to
deploy technology that will be easy to use for provider and patients alike. Iron Bow’s consultative
and collaborative methodology helps customers select, design, acquire and integrate telehealth
solutions specifically tailored to the individual needs of clients. Our solutions allow for remote,
preventative and specialized care anywhere there is an Internet connection.

Audio Visual Solutions
Our audio visual (AV) solutions encompass a wide range of applications. From ensuring speaker
phones are configured correctly for optimum performance to designing and building full-room
video solutions to making anytime connections via mobile devices, we make sure technology
enhances communications rather than being a barrier.

successful outcomes
iron bow in action
Four Star System for Four Star Use
A Department of Defense (DoD) client required an upgrade to its audio visual capabilities
in a number of its conference rooms which cater to high ranking DoD officials hosting
visiting dignitaries. This engagement had a variety of challenges relating to user comfort
with high-end technologies, an inconsistent user base, content sharing and security
concerns, along with a severely outdated infrastructure. Iron Bow designed a solution that
could meet these challenges while repurposing some of the client’s legacy equipment. Iron
Bow implemented upgraded monitors, provided new audio mixers and installed a video
wall that supports multiple inputs across the display. This solution allows for numerous
inputs during a briefing such as several video teleconferencing inputs, presentation
content and multiple live TV feeds all simultaneously running on the wall.

Powering Telehealth
A newly-built hospital needed video teleconferencing capabilities in 28 conference rooms
throughout the building. The requirement was to be able to video calls with numerous
other facilities stateside and worldwide. The clarity of the video calls was a key factor for
the users, who were primarily doctors, needing to see in fine detail for proper diagnosis.
The Iron Bow team’s site survey uncovered several issues with work completed prior to our
engagement in the equipment set up and infrastructure design. Our team of experts was
able to provide the appropriate technology and connections for each space to remediate
the issues that were found. We also leveraged the existing SMART-Podiums and integrated
IPTV into the video teleconferencing solution allowing the client to easily use a one-touch
panel to control all devices. The doctors now have the ability to conduct high-resolution
video calls with facilities all over the world in support of the patient care they provide the
U.S. military.

Enabling Face-to-Face Warfighter Support
A DoD client required personnel located at multiple remote sites to be able to communicate
real-time, face-to-face in a classified environment. They knew video teleconferencing could give
them that ability. Previously, they had been communicating via telephone and email, both of which
proved unsatisfactory for fully meeting their warfighting mission. Iron Bow provided design
and implementation services for a unified approach to the communication architecture. This
engagement encompassed survey, design, engineering, product acquisition, warehousing, product
delivery to remote locations, on-site installation, testing and warranty support. The solution also
included a survey of current operational capabilities that established a baseline design of the
client’s existing architecture. The team planned and designed the unified communications and
interoperability architecture with input from government technical personnel. The resulting system
provided the face-to-face interaction the client was looking for and made secure collaboration
among remote teams much more effective.

key partnerships
Gold Partner
Partner since 1998

Partner since 2001

Master Collaboration Partner
Iron Bow Technologies offers Cisco® Hosted Cloud
Solutions for Government to its federal clients.

Partner since 2002

Partner since 2013

STRONG
FLEXIBLE

TARGETED

STRONG.
Longstanding relationships with leading collaboration vendors and ongoing
education in the latest technologies and deployment approaches.

FLEXIBLE.
We’ll work within your budget, compliance restraints and existing infrastructure
to give end users the best experience possible.

TARGETED.
We’ll deploy the technology in a way that your team wants to use it.
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